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Abstract. We fit the ∼0.1-500 MeV/nucleon H-Fe spectra in 46 large SEP events surveyed
by [1] with the double power-law Band function to obtain a normalization constant, low- and
high-energy parameters γa and γb; and break energy EB . We also calculate the low-energy
power-law spectral slope γ1. We find that: 1) γa, γ1, and γb are species-independent within
a given SEP event, and the spectra steepen with increasing energy; 2) EB ’s are well ordered
by Q/M ratio, and decrease systematically with decreasing Q/M, scaling as (Q/M)α with α
varying between ∼0.2-3; 3) α is well correlated with Fe/O at ∼0.16-0.23 MeV/nucleon and
CME speed; 4) In most events: α <1.4 and the spectra steepen significantly at higher energy
with γb-γa >3; and 5) Seven out of nine extreme SEP events (associated with faster CMEs and
GLEs) are Fe-rich and have α >1.4 with flat spectra at low and high energies yielding γb-γa <3.
The species-independence of γa, γ1, and γb and the systematic Q/M dependence of EB within
an event, as well as the range of values for α suggest that the formation of double power-laws
in SEP events occurs primarily due to diffusive acceleration at near-Sun CME shocks and not
due to scattering in the interplanetary turbulence. In most events, the Q/M-dependence of EB
is consistent with the equal diffusion coefficient condition while the event-to-event variations in
α are probably driven by differences in the near-shock wave intensity spectra, which are flatter
than the Kolmogorov turbulence spectrum but still weaker compared to that inferred for the
extreme events. The weaker turbulence allows SEPs to escape more easily, resulting in weaker
Q/M-dependence of EB , (lower α values) and spectral steepening at higher energies. In extreme
events, the flatter spectra at high- and low-energy and stronger Q/M-dependence of EB (larger
α values) occur due to enhanced wave power, which also enables the faster CME shocks to
accelerate flare suprathermals more efficiently than ambient coronal ions.
1. Introduction
Large gradual solar energetic particle (SEP) events are believed to be accelerated via diffusive
shock acceleration (DSA) mechanisms at shock waves driven by fast coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) that plough through the solar corona and interplanetary (IP) medium (e.g., [2–4]).
Such large SEP events, if sufficiently intense, can significantly increase radiation levels in the
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near-Earth environment, thus damaging technological assets and adversely affecting the health
and safety of humans in space (e.g., [5]). Previous studies have shown that the differential energy
spectra of H-Fe nuclei in large SEP events exhibit two distinct (or broken) power-laws above and
below a characteristic roll-over or break energy, with the break energy typically decreasing for the
heavier ion species, or more precisely, with the ion’s charge-to-mass or Q/M ratio (e.g., [6–9]).
[10] suggested that this systematic Q/M-dependence occurs because the energy spectra, usually
plotted in MeV/nucleon, steepen or roll over at the same value of the diffusion coefficient for
different species, which depends on ion rigidity or the Q/M ratio (see [10–12]). [10] also showed
that this behavior can be characterized by EXEH ∝ (
QX
MX
)α, where EX is the spectral break energy
of species X; EH is the spectral break energy of H; and QX and MX are the ionic charge and
atomic mass of species X.
2. Instrumentation, Event Selection, and Data Analyses
We use energetic ion data from (1) the Ultra-Low-Energy Isotope Spectrometer (ULEIS: [13]);
(2) the Solar Isotope Spectrometer (SIS: [14]); and the Electron, Proton, and Alpha monitor
(EPAM: [15]) on board NASA’s Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE: [16]) launched in 1997
August. We also use proton data from the Proton and Electron Telescope (PET) on board the
Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX/PET: [17]); the Energetic
and Relativistic Nuclei and Electron experiment (ERNE: [18]) on board the joint ESA/NASA
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO); and the Energetic Particle Sensor (EPS) on NOAA’s
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES, series 8-15).
[1] describes our event selection criteria and method for identifying sampling intervals for
46 isolated, large SEP events observed at 1 AU from November 1997 through April 2014
that were not accompanied by ≥0.1 MeV/nucleon intensity enhancements associated with
the passage of in-situ CME-driven IP shocks (e.g., [19]). Such enhancements are known
as Energetic Storm Particles or ESPs. For each of these 46 SEP events, we followed the
[20] procedure and used ULEIS and SIS oxygen time-intensity profiles and 1/ion speed
spectrograms (see Figure 1) to select energy-dependent sampling intervals to account for
velocity dispersion caused by the later arrival of slower ions compared to the faster ions. An
example of the application of this technique is shown as the red trapezoid in Figure 1b. This
interval also includes an IP shock that arrived at ACE at 2116 UT on 2011 November 28
(http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/Shocks/shocks_good.html). This SEP event
was included in our survey because the in-situ CME shock was not accompanied by a significant
local ESP event above ∼0.1 MeV/nucleon.
Tables 1 and 2 of [1] provide the solar source properties, fluence sampling intervals, the
∼0.5-2.0 MeV/nucleon 3He/4He ratio, and the Fe/O ratios at ∼0.16-0.23 MeV/nucleon and
∼15-21 MeV/nucleon associated with these 46 events. In this study for each SEP event, we
used ACE/ULEIS, ACE/SIS, GOES/EPS, SoHO/ERNE, and when available, SAMPEX/PET,
to obtain the event-integrated ∼0.1-500 MeV/nucleon fluence spectra for 11 species in the range
H-Fe, as shown in the three examples in Figure 2. The proton spectra from various instruments
in each SEP event at overlapping energies are in excellent agreement within the stated ∼20%
uncertainties that account for differences between various instruments (see [21]).
We fit each spectrum using the non-linear least-squares Levenberg-Marquardt technique and
minimized the χ2 to fit the 4 parameter Band function (see [22]; Eq. 1) given by:
dJ/dE = CE−γa exp
(
− EEB
)
for E ≤ (γb − γa)EB
dJ/dE = CE−γb [(γb − γa)EB]γb−γa exp (γb − γa) for E ≥ (γb − γa)EB (1)
Here C is the normalization constant, γa and γb are the low-energy and high-energy Band-
parameters, and E and EB are the kinetic and spectral break energy, respectively. Units of E
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Figure 1. (a) Hourly-averaged time-intensity profiles of ∼0.1-100 MeV/nucleon oxygen nuclei
measured by ACE/ULEIS and ACE/SIS during a large gradual solar energetic particle (SEP)
event that occurred on 2011 November 26-December 1. The pink arrow indicates the flare
occurrence time. (b) 1/ion speed spectrogram of ∼0.1-10 MeV/nucleon C-Fe nuclei measured
by ULEIS. The red region represents the SEP sampling interval that accounts for velocity
dispersion of ions traveling along a 1.2 AU path length (slanted black lines). The arrival time
of an IP shock at ACE on 2011 November 28, 2116 UT is taken from the ACE IP shock list; see
[1] for more details.
and EB are MeV/nucleon. For each Band-fit parameter, we obtain the formal 1σ uncertainty
from the off-diagonal terms of the covariance matrix [23]. As discussed in [1], we found that for
most species in most SEP events (see Figures 2a, 2c, and 2e), the fits are visually and statistically
reasonable, with reduced χ2 values having ∼50% probabilities (also see [9]). Note that the Band
function has no physical basis, and we use it here because it helps us to characterize the behavior
of SEP spectra over a broad energy range using only 4 free parameters.
Table 2 in [21] provides the H, O, and Fe Band function fit parameters for the 46 SEP
events. For each SEP event, we also fitted the roll-over or break energy EX of each species
X normalized to the proton spectral break energy, EH with a linear function of the form
log(EXEH ) = log(n0)+α log(
QX
MX
), whose slope α is the power-law exponent discussed in Section 1.
Examples of three different types of Q/M-dependence of EX/EH , i.e., three different values for
α, are shown in Figures 2b, 2d, and 2f.
3. Properties of Spectral Slopes
[1] shows that the non-orthognality of the Band function results in strong coupling between
the O Band-parameters γa and EB, and that γa can be significantly different from what
is commonly described as the low-energy power-law spectral slope γ1. In order to obtain a
physically meaningful quantity that represents the low-energy portion of the SEP spectra below
the break energies more accurately, we calculate the low-energy spectral slope γ1 between ∼0.1-
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Figure 2. (a, c, e) Event-
integrated differential fluences
versus energy of ∼0.1-500
MeV/nucleon H-Fe nuclei dur-
ing 3 large SEP events. The
energy spectra for different species
are offset for clarity. Solid lines
are fits to the spectra using the
Band function (see Eq. 1; [22]).
In all panels, the H spectra (top-
most blue symbols) are from
ACE/ULEIS, SoHO/ERNE, and
GOES-8/EPS, and the He-Fe
spectra are from ACE/ULEIS and
ACE/SIS. In (e) red data points
superposed on the top-most blue
symbols are proton data from
ACE/EPAM, GOES-8/EPS, and
SAMPEX/PET, and the top-most
dotted red-curve shows the corre-
sponding Band-function fit from
[9]. (b, d, f) Spectral break energy
EX of species X normalized to EH
– break energy of H vs. the ion’s
charge-to-mass (Q/M) ratio. The
solid line is the fit to the data
log(EXEH ) = log(n0) + α log(
QX
MX
).
Dashed lines are the same equation
with α = 2, and dotted lines are
the same equation with α = 0.2.
1 MeV/nucleon for each species in all SEP events using Eq. 1 (top) and the corresponding
Band-parameters γa and EB.
Figure 3a shows a scatter plot of γb vs. γa obtained for each individual species in all SEP
events. As seen for the O spectral slopes in [1], we note that most SEP spectra are flatter
at lower energies and steepen above the break energy. Figures 3b and 3c investigate species-
associated variations in (a) γ1 and γa, and (b) γb within an event by plotting the distributions
of their corresponding mean deviations. The mean deviation for each parameter in each event
is calculated with respect to the corresponding species-averaged value of that parameter within
that event. We note the following: (1) The mean deviations of γ1, γa, and γb have narrow
distributions that result in well-behaved Gaussian-like distributions (black curves) with small
1σ values. These results indicate that, within a given SEP event, the three parameters γ1,
γa, and γb, have remarkably similar values for all species, for each event, both the low-energy
and high-energy spectral slopes are similar within ∼10-15%. Thus, in a given event, species-
associated spectral variations are driven primarily by differences in the break energy at which
the spectra steepen. Three examples of such species-associated differences in EB are shown in
Figures 2b, 2d, and 2f (see [21]).
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Figure 3. (a) Scatter-plots of γa vs. γb. Dotted line shows spectra for which γa = γb. All
parameters with relative uncertainties >100% are excluded. Histograms of mean deviations
of the (b) Band-parameter γa (red), and low-energy spectral slope γ1 (blue); and (c) Band-
parameter, γb from the corresponding species-averaged value in each event. N=number of data
points; m=median; µ=mean and standard error of the mean; and σ=1 standard deviation of the
distribution. The solid black curves show Gaussian fits, with mean and 1σ standard deviation,
for the distributions of γ1 in (a) and γb.
4. Properties of Power-Law Exponent α
Figure 4 investigates (a) the statistical properties of α and its relationship with
(b) CME speed, (c) the ∼0.16-0.23 MeV/nucleon Fe/O ratio, and (d) the difference
between the high- and low-energy Band parameters γb − γa. Figure 4a shows the
histogram of α along with the mean, standard deviation, and median value of the
distribution. The CME speeds are obtained from http://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/SEP/,
ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/swpc_products/daily_reports/solar_event_reports/,
cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/ ([24–27]). For the 33 events shown in Figure 4 we note the
following.
(i) α has a mean value of 1.27, median value of 1.16, and lies between ∼0.2-3, with values for
3 SEP events greater than 2; two of these events were also accompanied by Ground Level
Enhancements or GLEs (e.g., see Figure 1f).
(ii) α exhibits statistically significant, positive trends with the CME speed and Fe/O ratio,
with values for correlation coefficients of r ∼0.414 and r ∼0.39, respectively, which have
probabilities of <2.5% of being exceeded by uncorrelated pairs of parameters. It is also
evident that the correlations with both the CME speed and Fe/O are largely due to the
presence of events associated with high CME speeds and GLEs.
(iii) α is not correlated with γb − γa, but SEP events with α ∼0.2-1.4 exhibit a larger range of
values for γb − γa, i.e., events for which the spectra steepen significantly at higher energies
have α values between ∼0.6-1.4. Figure 4d also shows that extreme SEP events have α ≥ 1.4
and γb−γa < 3., i.e., extreme SEP events have stronger Q/M-dependence in EB’s and flatter
spectra at high and low energies.
5. Summary and Discussion
We fit the event-integrated fluence spectra of ∼0.1-500 MeV/nucleon H-Fe in the 46 SEP events
with the 4 parameter Band function and investigate properties of the SEP Band-parameters γa,
γb, and EB (also see [21]). We also calculate the low-energy power-law spectral slope γ1. Our
results are:
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Figure 4. (a) Histogram of α. (b) α vs. CME speed (km/s). (c) α vs. ∼0.16-0.23 MeV/nucleon
Fe/O. (d) α vs. the difference γb − γa. N=number of events plotted; µ, σ, and m as defined
in Figure 3; r=correlation coefficient and p=probability that the absolute value of r can be
exceeded by an uncorrelated pair of parameters. Green symbols show SEP events accompanied
by Ground Level Enhancements or GLEs, red symbols denote SEP events associated with CMEs
that have speeds >2000 km/s, blue symbols are SEPs that were accompanied by GLEs and
>2000 km/s speed CMEs. Dashed lines show Fe/O ratios at 0.404 and 0.134, which are average
values in several large SEP events at ∼0.32-0.5 MeV/nucleon [20] and at ∼5-12 MeV/nucleon
[28], respectively.
(i) Figures 2b, 2d, and 2f show that the EB’s in 3 SEP events vary systematically according
to the ion’s Q/M ratio. We also find that this dependence can be characterized by a single
parameter α – given by fitting a linear function of the form log(EXEH ) = log(n0)+α log(
QX
MX
)
– in 33 of the 46 events surveyed.
(ii) Figure 3a shows that γa lies between ∼0.1-3 and γb lies between ∼0.5-9. γa is also typically
smaller than γb, implying that the energy spectrum of each species in a given event steepens
with increasing energy.
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(iii) Figures 3b and 3c show that in a given SEP event, γa, γ1, and γb are species-independent,
since the mean deviation of each parameter exhibits a Gaussian-like distribution with a
small 1σ of ≤0.08.
(iv) Figure 4a shows that for 33 SEP events, α varies between ∼0.2-3. SEPs associated with
GLEs and faster CMEs with speeds >2000 km/s have α ≥ 1.4 vs. α < 1.4 for the rest of
the events.
(v) Figures 4b and 4c show that α exhibits statistically significant positive trends with both,
the CME speed and the ∼0.16-0.23 MeV/nucleon Fe/O; extreme SEPs are associated with
the fastest CMEs and highest Fe/O ratios.
(vi) Figure 4d shows that α is not correlated with the difference in the spectral slopes γb − γa;
γb − γa varies between ∼2-5 in events with α ≤ 1.4, while extreme SEPs have α ≥ 1.4 and
γb − γa < 3.
5.1. Properties of CME shocks and associated turbulence
Comparing our survey to prior studies, we note that some of the 5 events studied by [10] and
[12] also included the local shock-accelerated ESP component that accompanied the larger SEP
event. In contrast, we eliminate all events with possible contributions from local IP shock-
associated populations (see [1]). Further, we use event-integrated fluences, rather than time-
intensity profiles (see [29]), to study the SEP spectral properties. In particular, [29] used a
detailed model of IP propagation and showed that transport from the inner solar system can
lower the break energy systematically for all species, as well as lower the slopes by ∼10-20%,
but that the basic spectral form remains intact (see Fig. 14 in [29]). Alternatively, we note
that [30] fitted the double power-law proton spectra in 9 of the 16 GLE events studied by
[10] with an analytical model that included interplanetary transport effects, and found that
single power-law spectra injected by CME shocks near the Sun can exhibit spectral breaks at
1 AU due to scatter-dominated transport through the interplanetary medium. However, the
[30] model predicts that α in GLE-associated SEP events should lie in the range ∼0.18-0.75,
which is clearly inconsistent with the α > 1.58 observed in 5 of the 7 GLEs in our survey (see
Figures 2f and 4). On this basis, we contend that the formation of the double power-law SEP
spectra, their associated properties, and the observed Q/M-dependence of EB primarily reflect
conditions near the distant CME-driven shocks where the acceleration takes place, and are not
significantly affected by contributions from local interplanetary shock-accelerated populations
nor by Q/M-dependent transport and scattering in the interplanetary turbulence en route to 1
AU (e.g., see [12; 29; 31]).
A fundamental prediction of early 1-dimensional (1D) steady-state (as well as the more
recent time-dependent DSA-based SEP models) is that, in a given event, the differential energy
spectrum of the accelerated particles below the break energy is characterized by a low-energy
power-law spectral slope γ given by djdE ∝ E−γ (e.g., [4; 32–34]). These models also predict that
γ is independent of ion species, and is determined solely by γ ≈ (H+2)/(2H−2), where H is the
strength or compression ratio of the CME-driven shock. Our results show that both, the SEP
Band-parameter γa and the low-energy spectral slope γ1 in a given SEP event are remarkably
similar for all species, and that such species-independent spectral slopes are observed at both
low and high energies for most of the events in our survey. We therefore suggest that, to first
order, the formation of double power-law spectra in large SEP events is consistent with DSA at
near-Sun CME shocks (e.g., [34]).
We now use the DSA-predicted relationship between γ (here we use the species-averaged γ1
for each event) and H to infer compression ratios of near-Sun CME shocks. Figure 5a compares
the relationship between the inferred compression ratio and CME speed. The figure shows that
the inferred shock compression ratios in 37 events lie between ∼1-5.5, with H > 4 for 4 events.
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These values are consistent with the predicted range of values for CME shock compression ratios
in large SEP events (see [34]), and are also well within the constraints of the Rankine-Hugoniot
discontinuity conditions for the allowable range of ∼1-4 and upper limit of < 4 for shocks in
non-relativistic plasmas (e.g., [35]). We note that all cases of H > 4 have sizeable uncertainties.
H also exhibits a weak but positive correlation with CME speed; for 37 events, a value of r ∼0.38
has <2% probability, and excluding the 4 events with H > 4, yields r ∼0.32 which has <7%
chance of being exceeded by uncorrelated pairs of parameters.
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Figure 5. (a) Scatterplot of the inferred shock compression ratio vs. CME speed. Histograms
of (b) a, the inferred power-law exponent of the M/Q-dependence of the scattering mean free
path λ‖ ∝ (M/Q)a, and (c) η, the inferred power-law exponent of the wave intensity spectrum
I near the CME-driven shock given by I ∝ k−η. Green data points in (a) denote GLEs. Orange
shaded region in (a) encompasses the mean value and the standard error of the mean, calculated
by excluding the 4 outliers with values >4 and the six GLE events. Shaded yellow regions in
(b) and (c) depict the range of values inferred by [12] for 5 large SEP events. Blue vertical line
in (c) represents η = 5/3 – the typical interplanetary Kolmogorov spectrum; red histograms
represent 5 GLE events.
The heavy ion fluence spectra in most SEP events are flat at energies below ∼1 MeV/nucleon
and steepen above a roll-over or break energy, which decreases systematically with the ion’s Q/M
ratio. The Q/M-dependence of EB’s in a given SEP event is well represented by the function
log(EXEH ) = log(n0) + α log(
QX
MX
) and characterized by the power-law exponent α. The values
of α in 33 SEP events lie between ∼0.2-3, which encompasses the range of α values found by
[10; 12]. Thus, with the exception of 3 events with α > 2 (see Figure 4a), the range of values
for α in our survey is consistent with the corresponding range of ∼0.2-2 predicted by [36]. In
this model, the Q/M-dependence of the spectral break energies in a given SEP event occurs due
to the “equal diffusion coefficient” or the “equal acceleration time” condition, and the event-to-
event variations in the power-law exponent α are driven by the differences in the slopes of the
turbulence spectra expected near shocks with different obliquity.
Assuming that the spectral break energies for different species in a given SEP event occur
at the same value of the diffusion coefficient κ‖, which scales as (M/Q)a with observed values
of a ≈ 0.8 − 2.7, [12] followed [37] and inferred that the power-law index η of the turbulence
or wave intensity spectrum, given by I(k) ∝ k−η, near the CME shock acceleration region,
ranged between 1.2 to -0.7. Here η = 2 − a, and a is related to the exponent α in our survey
by a = α(2 − α). We now follow the approach of [10; 12] to infer the power-law exponent a,
which determines the scaling between the particle diffusion coefficient and the ion’s M/Q ratio,
and the power-law index η of the wave intensity spectrum for 27 SEP events in our survey. In
this analysis, we only include events that satisfied the following: 1) fitted values of α and the
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inferred values of a and η have relative uncertainties <100%, and 2) −4 < η < +4.
Figure 5 plots histograms of (b) a and (c) η, calculated using the values of α in 27 SEP
events. Note that within the estimated uncertainties, a in 15 out of 27 SEP events lies in the
range ∼0.75-2.75 and is comparable to that obtained by [12], as shown by the yellow shaded
region. Also, a varies between ∼-0.33-3.9, which is roughly consistent with the typical range
of ∼0.5-7 proposed recently by [34]; in this model a < 1 implies weak dependence of λ‖ on the
ion’s Q/M ratio, while a > 1 indicates that λ‖ depends strongly on Q/M (also see [36; 38–40]).
We remark that η in 27 events lies between -1.87 and 2.33; η in 15 events lies between ∼-0.7–
1.2, as reported by [12]. In 9 events, η > 1.2 — the largest value reported by [12]. Overall, in 4
events η > 5/3, which represents cases where the turbulence intensity spectra near the distant
CME shocks may be significantly steeper than the typical interplanetary Kolmogorov k−5/3
turbulence spectrum. In contrast, η ≤ 5/3 in 23 events, which implies that the turbulence spectra
near the corresponding CME shocks are probably significantly flatter than the Kolmogorov
spectrum.
5.2. Extreme SEP events and their implications for theoretical models
All 9 extreme SEP events have α ≥ 1.4, low values for γa, γb, and γb−γa < 3. This indicates that
the corresponding spectra are relatively flat with similar spectral slopes at low and high energies.
The fact that α > 2 in 2 of the 7 GLE-associated SEP events in our study, taken together with
the general result that higher values of α ≥ 1.4 are typically observed in SEP events that are
also associated with faster CMEs and GLEs, indicates that spectral properties in these extreme
SEP events are most likely governed by highly efficient trapping and stronger Q/M-dependent
scattering due to substantially enhanced wave power near the distant CME-driven shocks (see
also [12; 36]).
The above scenario is also consistent with the following inferred results shown in Figure 5:
(i) Figure 5a shows that the inferred values for the shock compression ratio H in extreme events
tend to be somewhat larger than the event average, and that the correlations between H
and α are likely to be driven by these events.
(ii) Figure 5b (red histograms) shows that λ‖ has a strong Q/M-dependence with a ≥ 2.8 in 3
events and a < 0.2 in 2 events.
(iii) Figure 5c (red histograms) shows that η > 2 or η < −1.1 in these 5 events, which
corresponds to substantially enhanced wave power.
(iv) The 4 remaining extreme SEP events (not shown in Figures 5b and 5c) had amongst the
strongest observed Q/M-dependence in EB’s, i.e., α > 1.6, which results in |η| > 4.
The above results also imply that the scattering and trapping of particles near the distant
CME shocks during at least 2 of the extreme SEP events is so strong that the Q/M-dependence
of the spectral break energies exceeds the limit of the equal diffusion or equal resonance condition
described by [36], thus indicating that the underlying mechanisms have not yet been fully
incorporated in current theoretical models.
[41] reported that observations at several interplanetary shocks near 1 AU were consistent
with their nonlinear guiding center theory-based model that described DSA at parallel and
perpendicular shocks in the presence of wave excitation and ambient upstream turbulence,
respectively. In this model, ambient turbulence near perpendicular shocks allows lower-energy
particles to be accelerated as efficiently as parallel shocks, producing single power-law like
spectra. In contrast, the equal resonance condition and occasional wave excitation near parallel
shocks results in more efficient trapping and rapid acceleration of particles to higher energies,
creating spectra that exhibit double power-laws or exponential roll-overs with the maximum
energy scaling as (Q/M)α.
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While our results are qualitatively consistent with the [41] model and other models in which
the strongest Q/M dependence of the heavy ion spectral breaks occur at quasi-parallel shocks
(e.g., [36]), we note that such shocks also have lower injection thresholds, and are therefore
expected to primarily inject and accelerate the low-energy solar wind or ambient coronal ions
(e.g., [42]; however, see [43] for an alternative viewpoint). In contrast, and consistent with
the results reported in [1], we find that many of the extreme events that exhibit strong Q/M-
dependent spectral break energies are also Fe-rich and 3He-rich (see [21]). Specifically, we note
that the ∼0.16-23 MeV/nucleon Fe/O ratio is enhanced between factors of ∼2-10 compared
to the average SEP value of ∼0.134 in 7 of the 9 extreme SEP events, while the ∼0.5-
2.0 MeV/nucleon 3He/4He ratio is enhanced by more than an order of magnitude over the
corresponding solar wind value in 5 extreme SEPs (see [21]). This points to the importance of
contributions of suprathermal flare-origin material to the seed populations for fast CME shocks,
even in those cases where the turbulence levels are significantly enhanced and the shocks may
be quasi-parallel. We suggest that in such events, the enhanced turbulence traps, injects, and
accelerates the higher-energy suprathermals much more efficiently than the co-existing lower-
energy solar wind or coronal suprathermal ions. Simultaneously, the equal diffusion coefficient
condition causes the spectral break energies to exhibit stronger Q/M-dependence, occasionally
exceeding the equal resonance condition limit, as in the case of 2 SEP events that produced
GLEs. We suggest that our results can be reconciled with SEP models provided that they
include suprathermal flare-origin material as an important component of the seed population
that is available for acceleration at near-Sun CME shocks.
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